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‘REJECT CS
PAY OFFER’

‘Big boys don’t cry’

Union Learning Conference report and pictures – see page 8

Union’s Executive Committee
ask members to vote ‘no’

NIPSA’s Civil Service Executive Committee has
recommended members reject the 2017/18 pay
offer tabled by Management Side claiming it had
fallen “far short” of the original pay claim submitted by the union.
The union had called for a 5% increase on all pay
points and allowances as well as further scale shortening and the addressing of a number of grading issues.
Following negotiations Management Side made
the following formal offer, which they claimed was
worth around 1.88% of the pay bill:
 All eligible satisfactory performers to receive one
step progression with effect from 1 August 2017;
 All points on pay-scales from minimum to maximum to be revalorised by 1%;
 Any eligible staff receiving less than a 1% consolidated increase to receive a non-consolidated, pensionable payment to bring them up to the equivalent
value of 1% of their salary (for those in receipt of a

www.nipsa.org.uk

salary in excess of the maximum, this would be limited to 1% of the equivalent NICS scale maximum) at
31 July 2017;
 The bottom step of the AO-SO and analogous
non-industrial pay-scales to be removed.
Meanwhile, on allowances, Management Side
tabled that fixed-rated allowances listed in Annex A
(and available on the NIPSA website) would rise
by 1% from 1 August, 2018.
But in doing so they admitted there was a need to
take another look at allowances and gave a commitment to launch a review during 2018/19.
Management Side also acknowledged TUS’s concerns about the future of the AA grade and said they
would research the issue further to inform subsequent discussions with unions in 2018/19.
NIPSA’s Civil Service Executive Committee subsequently met to consider the offer.

Continued on page 3

NJC – 2-year
pay deal
is accepted

AGREEMENT has been reached
over a two-year deal on NJC pay
covering 2018/19 and 2019/20
and follows consultation between
the unions and their members.
It is likely increases will be implemented in the salaries of NIPSA
members working in Local Government in May.
For all other parts of the public
sector covered by NJC contractual
pay agreements the union will be
pressing to have the increases
paid as quickly as possible.
NIPSA has indicated that it is
likely that those employers will
argue that they will need to seek
authority from their parent department and the Department of Finance.
NIPSA General Secretary Alison
Millar told NIPSA News: “I appreciate members in areas such as the
Education Authority, Further Education, Housing Executive, Libraries NI and some areas of the
voluntary and community sector
will find this process frustrating, as
does NIPSA.
“However, I wish to assure you
that NIPSA will be doing everything possible to have pay increases paid as quickly as
possible.”
Meanwhile, NIPSA has voiced
its disappointment that its members have yet again received a
below inflation pay increase.
 Full details of NJC pay scales
turn to page 3

Download membership application here: https://www.nipsa.org.uk/About-NIPSA/Join-US/Apply-Online-(1)
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In spite of 2% rise, many members effectively facing pay cut
VIEWPOINT

THE ISSUE of pay currently
dominates NIPSA’s agenda
with National Joint Council
pay being agreed for members
in Local Government, Education Authority, FE, Housing Executive, Libraries plus some
areas of the voluntary and
community sector.
However, as reported elsewhere in this edition, most
members in these areas will
see a 2% pay increase in
scales – which is 1% below the
current rate of inflation – and
therefore effectively a pay cut.
While some of our members
will receive pay increases in
excess of 2%, these are the
lowest paid workers – and the
pay increase afforded to these
workers effectively just keeps
them above the national living
wage. This is hardly a ringing
endorsement for government
workers.
It is diabolical that in 2018
government workers are living
on poverty wages and many
families are having to rely on
tax credits – which recognises
that an individual is not earning enough so the Government has to then top up their
wages.
In the Health Sector members have just received a mea-

gre pay increase of 1% effective from 1 April 2017 but
given the length of time it has
taken for the pay to be implemented, this has resulted in
many members ‘owing’ money
due to pension band increases.
NIPSA is currently examining this issue to see what can
be done to resolve this unacceptable situation. Some
members have to ‘repay’ up to
£1,500. It just cannot be right
that when a 1% pay increase is
made, members end up significantly worse off.
For 2018/19 and beyond the
situation in the health sector is
uncertain. The new framework
for Agenda for Change in England is being voted on. It depends on the outcome of that
ballot to determine how NIPSA
proceeds in Northern Ireland.
The issue of Brexit also
dominates the political
agenda. It is very unclear how
a ‘frictionless border’ or no
‘customs border’ can be
achieved, particularly on the
island of Ireland. As the next
major date in the negotiating
agenda approaches the issues
surrounding this key issue remains a major stumbling
block, remembering that the

UK and Irish Government are
co-guarantors of the
Belfast/Good Friday Agreement. It is difficult to see how
this issue can be resolved to
the satisfaction of all.
For NIPSA the issue is ensuring that however this is resolved at a political level,
members – particularly those
who cross the border every
day to work – continue to do
so without a hard border. This
means they will have not have
to face just physical barriers
but potentially other financial
barriers which would have a
negative impact on them.
In addition the issue of jobs
is a key issue for NIPSA and
the wider trade union movement and we must ensure that
as a trade union movement we
make it clear that borders,
whether north/south or
east/west, are not acceptable.
While NIPSA’s position
agreed at the NIPSA Conference in Enniskillen in 2016
was for a ‘Lexit’ [a left-wing
case for Brexit] a motion at the
2017 Conference in Newcastle
also called on the union to
protect and engage with members that are directly impacted. This is in the process
of being organised.

As reported on the front
page of this paper the NICS
has offered members a 1% increase in pay. Given inflationary increases this is a
significant pay cut in real
terms – hence NIPSA’s Civil
Service Executive Committee
is recommending rejection.
As NIPSA News goes to
press issues are emerging
over the impact on some
groups of members in the
NICS who may have been affected due the lateness of the
pay award – if it is imposed.
It is totally unacceptable that
NIPSA members could yet
again be asked to pay the
price due to there being no devolved government. This is
unacceptable and NIPSA will
be raising this issue at all levels to ensure a satisfactory
outcome is realised.
It is clear that given the continued lack of devolved administration – and no prospect of
one being in place – that
NIPSA must step up to fill the
void and campaign strongly
for adequately-funded public
services. While this will be difficult NIPSA will not shy away
from this key objective.
Alison Millar,
General Secretary

GENERAL PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)
– WHAT IT IS AND WHY IT MATTERS TO YOU
MANY NIPSA members, as employees, will
have heard of changes in data protection
law within their own organisations but
these changes affect us all – as citizens, as
employees and tellingly as trade unionists.
This requires significant analysis from all of
us about what data we hold with serious
repercussions for NIPSA a union and individual reps/members etc. should we not act and
be seen to act in preparation for the deadline
of May 25 2018. Further detailed advice will
be sent from NIPSA HQ shortly but this article
looks at what GDPR entails and why it matters
to you.
The main principles underlying GDPR reflect
those in current Data Protection stemming
from the Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA).
GDPR however significantly enhances protections for the individual in relation to their “personal data” and grants stronger enforcement
powers upon the Information Commissioner’s
Office to impose huge fines on organisations
that are in breach of the new laws.
Personal data is defined as “any information
relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person (‘Data Subject’); an identifiable natural
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person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number,
location data, an online identifier or to one or
more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or
social identity of that natural person”.
Other definitions/concepts that it is useful to
become familiar with are:Data Subject: An individual who is the subject
of personal data. This does not include deceased individuals or an individual who cannot
be identified or distinguished from others.
Data Processing: Obtaining, recording or
holding the information or data or carrying out
any operation or set of operations on the information or data. It includes access, storage,
retrieval, disclosure and erasure/destruction.
Data Controller:The natural or legal person,
public authority, agency or any other body
which alone or jointly with others, determines
the purposes and means of the processing of
personal data. They are responsible for most
acts of compliance even when engaging a
Data Process to process personal data on its
behalf.
Data Processor:
A natural or legal
person, public authority, agency or other body
which processes personal data on behalf of
the controller. The Data Processor acts only
under the instructions of the Data Controller
and must keep personal data secure from
unauthorised access, loss or destruction.
The principles of GDPR (article 5) in relation
to our personal data including that defined as
Special Personal Data (racial/ethnic origin; political opinions; religious/philosophical beliefs;
trade union members; physical or mental

health or condition; sex life/sexual orientation;
genetic data and biometric data) are that data
should be: Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner.
 Collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes.
 Adequate, relevant and limited to what is
necessary.
 Accurate and, where necessary, kept up to
date.
Retained only for as long as necessary.
 Processed in an appropriate manner to
maintain security.
As we consider these concepts we have a
key opportunity, albeit in limited time before 25
May 2018 to guarantee the integrity of how we
deal with personal data that we hold as a result of our trade union work. In short all of us
as “agents of NIPSA” have to reflect on the
data we hold for the purposes of this activism
and ensure compliance with GDPR. We are
also likely to be dealing with personal cases in
future where members’ feel their data has not
been dealt with appropriately by their employer.
It is useful now, therefore, to:
 Reflect on the data you have. Why we you
holding this data? How did you obtain it?
How was it originally gathered? How long will
you retain it? Do you share it with third parties
and on what basis might you do so?
 Visit the Information Commissioners Office
website (https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protectionregulation-gdpr/) for latest news and
 Look out for a special GDPR circular from
NIPSA HQ.
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SCP

1 April 2017

£ per
annum

£ per hour*

£15,115

£7.83

6

£15,014

8

£15,246

10

£15,613

7
9

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

£15,375
£15,807
£16,123
£16,491
£16,781
£17,072
£17,419
£17,722

£18,070
£18,746

£16,394

£7.90

£16,626

£7.97
£8.09
£8.19
£8.36
£8.55
£8.70
£8.85
£9.03
£9.21

£9.37
£9.72

£10.07

£20,138

£10.44

£21,268
£21,962

£ per
annum

£7.78

£19,430
£20,661

1 April 2018

£10.71
£11.02
£11.38

£16,495
£16,755
£16,863
£17,007
£17,173
£17,391
£17,681
£17,972
£18,319
£18,672

£18,870

£ per hour* New SCP
£8.50
£8.55
£8.62
£8.68
£8.74
£8.82
£8.90
£9.01
£9.16
£9.32
£9.50
£9.68

£22,401

£11.61

£23,866

£12.37
£12.78

28

£24,964

£12.94

£25,463

£13.20

30

£26,822

£13.90

£27,358

£14.18

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

48
49

£27,668
£28,485
£29,323
£30,153
£30,785
£31,601
£32,486
£33,437
£34,538
£35,444
£36,379
£37,306
£38,237
£39,177
£40,057
£41,025
£41,967

£42,899
£43,821

£14.34
£14.76
£15.20
£15.63
£15.96
£16.38
£16.84
£17.33

£17.90
£18.37
£18.86
£19.34
£19.82
£20.31
£20.76
£21.26
£21.75

£22.24
£22.71

£28,221
£29,055
£29,909
£30,756
£31,401
£32,233
£33,136
£34,106
£35,229
£36,153
£37,107
£38,052
£39,002
£39,961
£40,858
£41,846
£42,806

£43,757
£44,697

£18,065

£9.36

10/11

4

£18,426

£9.55

12/13

5

£18,795

£9.74

14/15

6

£19,171

£9.94

16/17

£10.34

19

8
10
11

14

£12.13

£26,470

3

£11.24

£23,398

£13.45

8/9

12

26

£25,951

£9.18

£10.92

£11.98

29

£17,711

£10.54

£23,111
£24,657

2

£20,344

£11.74
£12.53

6/7

9

£22,658
£24,174

£9.00

£10.27

25
27

£17,364

£10.14

£10.65

£13.72
£14.63
£15.06
£15.50
£15.94
£16.28
£16.71
£17.18
£17.68
£18.26
£18.74
£19.23
£19.72
£20.22
£20.71
£21.18
£21.69
£22.19

£22.68
£23.17

Old SCPs

1

£19,554

£20,541
£21,693

£ per hour*

7

£10.08

£21,074

£ per
annum

£9.78

£19,446
£19,819

1 April 2019
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13
15

£19,945
£20,751
£21,166
£21,589
£22,021
£22,462
£22,911

16

£23,369

18

£24,313

17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43

£10.76
£10.97
£11.19
£11.41
£11.64
£11.88
£12.11

18
20
21
22
23
24

£23,836

£12.35

25

£24,799

£12.85

26

£25,295

£12.60
£13.11

£25,801

£13.37

£26,999

£13.99

£26,317
£27,905
£28,785
£29,636
£30,507
£31,371
£32,029
£32,878
£33,799
£34,788
£35,934
£36,876

£13.64

28

£14.46

30

£14.92
£15.36
£15.81
£16.26
£16.60
£17.04
£17.52
£18.03
£18.63
£19.11

£37,849

£19.62

£39,782

£20.62

£38,813
£40,760
£41,675
£42,683
£43,662

£44,632
£45,591

27

£20.12
£21.13
£21.60
£22.12
£22.63

£23.13
£23.63

29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

CS PAY
OFFER’
Continued from page 1

Following the meeting, the
Executive Committee stated
that they found themselves in
an “unprecedented position”
considering there was no Assembly in place.
“In the normal course of
events we would have lobbied
and met with the Finance Minister and others to advance our
pay claim. This option was not
open to NIPSA because of the
current political impasse.”
The statement continued: “In
discussing this situation the
Committee will be writing to all
political parties highlighting the
very unacceptable position this
has left NIPSA in and calling on
the political parties to get back
into government.
“The Department of Finance
Permanent Secretary indicated
that in the absence of a devolved Minister he can only
work within the mandate and
remit of the previous Minister.
“As members will be aware
NIPSA’s claim was for 5% on all
pay points and allowances, further scale shortening, addressing the issue of an AA/AO
single grade and exploring the
issue of a single EOII/EOI
grade.”
The statement concluded:
“This offer falls far short of the
pay claim submitted by NIPSA’s
Civil Service Executive Committee. The Executive Committee is therefore recommending
rejection of the offer.”
It is understood the Civil
Service Executive Committee is
to consult members on the pay
offer. The consultation period,
which is now open, will close at
2.00pm on Friday 11 May 2018.
The Civil Service Executive
Committee will meet on Monday 14 May 2018 to consider
the outcome of the Branch consultation.

@nipsa

46
47

48
49

 Hourly rate calculated by dividing annual salary by 52.143 weeks (which is 365 days divided by 7) and then
divided by 37 hours (the standard working week in the National Agreement “Green Book”).

Visit the union’s website for all
the latst updates at:
http://www.nipsa.org.uk

NI Assembly – pay
offer is imposed
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MEMBERS at the Northern Ireland Assembly,
who unanimously rejected a pay offer from
Management Side, subsequently had it imposed on them at the
end of March.
Management Side confirmed to NIPSA negotiators that they would not
engage in further talks on
the issue and that their
offer was final.
NIPSA had lodged its
pay claim on behalf of
members on August 25
last year.
Tony McMullan, NIPSA
Official with responsibility
for the Northern Ireland
Assembly, set out the
contents of the claim to
NIPSA News.
He explained: “The
claim was for an increase
of 5% on all pay points
across all pay scales; for
an Assembly allowance to
be reintroduced; for pay
progression – i.e. increments to be paid subject
to satisfactory performance; for improvements to
the minimum increase on
promotion by removing
the minimum pay points

16/5/18

on the relevant pay
scales; and a reduction to
three spine points for all
pay scales.”
Mr McMullan added:
“NIPSA also sought an increase in paid annual
leave of 35 days after five
years’ service plus an increase to 10 working days
paternity leave.”
Following extensive
talks with the Management Side, a final offer
was made which was for
a 2% consolidated pay increase across all pay
points.
Added to this, the Assembly allowance claim
was rejected out of hand
by the Assembly Commission.
The Management Side
agreed to pay progression
and also agreed to offer a
reduction to three spine
points for all pay scales
for all grades with effect
from August 1, 2017.
Management Side was
not prepared to enter into
any talks about an increase in annual leave
because they did not believe this was justified. In
fact, they argued that the

current leave allowance
was generous.
However, Management
Side were prepared to
agree to the increase to
10 days paternity leave.
Following discussions
at a Branch meeting,
members decided to reject the offer, mainly because they felt that the
2% increase on all pay
scales, while breaching
the Government’s 1% pay
remit, was below the rate
of inflation and did nothing to try to address the
fact that members had
been receiving no or low
pay increases for the last
seven to eight years.
The members, at their
pay meeting, unanimously
rejected the management’s offer. Despite efforts to get the
Management Side to engage in further negotiations, the Management
Side confirmed that this
was a final offer and imposed the pay offer at the
end of March.
Mr McMullan commented: “While we welcome some elements of
the offer, the overall final

offer from Management
Side was not acceptable
to members. We are
pleased to see that at
least the Northern Ireland
Assembly Commission
have not adhered to the
Government’s so-called
1% pay ceiling. This
hopefully augurs well for
the future.”
He continued: “We are
also pleased that Management Side was prepared to make a reduction
in all spinal points to a
maximum of three and
that Management was
prepared to ensure that
all increments were paid
and to the increase in paternity leave.
“However, there has
been no increase in annual leave for many years
and we believe that it was
justified. We also believe

that an Assembly allowance would have been
justified, particularly at the
present time when the Assembly is not meeting.”
Mr McMullan claimed
that some members might
feel there is no guaranteed future at the Assembly and would look round
for alternative employment.
He added: “If, and
hopefully it will be sooner
rather than later, the Assembly and the Executive
are reinstated, then the
Management Side will
need dedicated, committed staff to undertake the
work.
“We believe an Assembly allowance would have
went some considerable
way to ensuring that staff
remained in Assembly
employment.”

Universal Credit: When is working not enough?
By Margaret Loughran

UNIVERSAL Credit was introduced in Northern Ireland in September 2017. It is being rolled out
in stages and initially it will be
dealing with fresh claims to benefit.
Universal Credit will replace six
of the existing in-work and out-ofwork benefits – Income Support,
Jobseekers Allowance (incomebased), Employment and Support
Allowance (income-related), child
tax credit, working tax credit and
housing benefit.
It has been publicised as a simplification of the benefits system
and to make the transition into
work simpler. There has been very
little discussion around the impact
on those who receive this credit to
top up earnings.
At present a lone parent can
work 16 hours or a couple can
work 24 hours a week and be entitled to working tax credit to make
up their income.
By working these hours they
have satisfied the criteria to be en-

titled to working tax credit.
Under Universal Credit this entitlement criteria will change significantly. If you’re a single parent or
the main carer in a couple, you will
have responsibilities under Universal Credit as you will be required
to make a claimant commitment
that will change as your youngest
child gets older.
Under the old system you could
have made life choices to meet
your work-life balance. A lone parent could have limited their working hours to 16 per week up until a
child finished full-time education
and a couple could have made a
decision that one parent stayed at
home to look after children.
The new system diminishes
those choices and as a lone parent or as part of a couple you will
be required to continue to look for
work even if you are already in
work up to the hours specified. If a
customer or partner does not comply with all the required activities
they can be subjected to sanctions
which may result in the removal of
some or all of their benefit for a
period of time.

Age of your
youngest child
Under 1
Aged 1
Aged 2
Aged 3 or 4
Aged between
5 and 12
13 or older

Your responsibilities

You will not need to look for work

You don’t need to look for work. You need to have
interviews with your work coach to discuss plans for
moving into work in the future

You don’t need to look for work. You need to have
interviews with your work coach and do work preparation activities (for example, writing your CV)
Work a maximum of 16 hours a week (or spend 16
hours a week looking for work)
Work a maximum of 25 hours a week (or spend 25
hours a week looking for work)
Work a maximum of 35 hours a week (or spend 35
hours a week looking for work)

With the high costs of childcare
and the further tapering of the
earnings limit, poverty in in-work
families has risen to nearly 60%
and statistics show that it is these
families that are now more dependent on food banks and chari-

table organisations.
While the ethos that “making
work pay” which is heavily promoted by the introduction of Universal Credit is positive, the reality
for many of these families is very
different.
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‘Stand Up Against Racism’ in the workplace

NIPSA has a long history of opposition
to racism and xenophobia, and a
proud history of organising and campaigning against the discrimination
faced by Black and Minority Ethnic
(BME) workers in the workplace and
wider society.
Racism at work can take many
forms. Racial harassment and bullying at work significantly disadvantages BME workers in the workplace.
It undermines their confidence and
can affect their performance in their
job role.
In addition to bullying, harassment
and verbal and physical abuse based
on their ethnicity, BME workers also
frequently have to experience racist
comments, jokes and online material
being shared within the workplace.
This creates a hostile environment for
BME workers, leads to isolation from
work colleagues and undermines collaboration and team working in organisations.
BME workers should be able to work
in an environment where people are
respected and treated with dignity –
not one which is hostile because employers have tolerated racist material
or views being shared and have not
ensured the wellbeing of all their
workers.
To coincide with International Day
for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination on March 21, the NIPSA Equality Committee launched a series of
posters and a leaflet. The aim is to
stimulate and support workplaces to:
• Be free from discrimination and
harassment;
• Be welcoming to black and minority ethnic (including Traveller and
migrant)
employees and customers/service
users;
• Accommodate, make adjustments for and value cultural and linguistic diversity
among employees and customers
alongside a wider accommodation of
diversity

including making reasonable accommodation for people with disabilities;
• Take practical steps to achieve
full equality in practice;
• Communicate a message promoting greater equality for black and minority ethnic
people within the wider community.

NIPSA is calling on all of us – workers, employers, politicians, members
of society – to ‘Stand Up Against

Racism’ and make our workplaces
and wider society racism free.
Copies of the posters and leaflets
are available to download from the
NIPSA website
https://www.nipsa.org.uk/NIPSA-inAction/Equal-Opportunities/Race-andMigrant-Workers/Stand-Up-to-Racism
A small supply of hard copies are
available from NIPSA by contacting
Lesley-Anne Scott at
lesleyanne.scott@nipsa.org.uk
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Agency Boom in th
At the end of 2016, NIPSA published a report looking at the scale and cost of the deployment of agency
staff in three areas of the public sector – the Northern Ireland Housing Executive, Health/Social
Care and the Northern Ireland Civil Service. A new report (available in May) of which this is the executive
summary updates the figures for these employers and enhances it with discussion of data from Local
Government, Libraries NI and the Education Authority’s Headquarters/regional offices.
In our original document we challenged the high rhetoric of
the Northern Ireland Executive referring to “world class”
public services yet presiding over the expediency and
economic re-structuring of “insecurity as policy”
that our research revealed.
This meant while the language of austerity
preached that “there is no money” and
cut the necessary strategic investment
in staff and services, simultaneously,
a huge transfer of public funds to
private sector agency providers
continued across all sectors.
Data Gaps
We accept at the outset that in terms of data there
are comparative problems both within and between
sectors in terms of: the timelines for which data is
stored (for example 12 month periods captured by
agencies versus the financial year in local government);
how data is defined, and how transparent it is to
the general public. In terms of the latter point
this meant that we worked from
documents in the public domain
and information provided on
request either through normal
negotiating means or through
Freedom
of
Information
requests.
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he
h Age of Austerity
by John McVey NIPSA Policy and Research

A magic money tree for agencies?

The move to a “casual” economy

The thousands of agency staff deployed and the overall costs that our
research has revealed are striking enough in relation to the individual
sectors we examined – particularly those such as the Northern Ireland Civil
Service after Departmental restructuring or local government (post- Review
of Public Administration) that, in theory, are through their “reform” phase.
What is more shocking is when we add these costs from across the public
sector together. See the table below detailing the total Agency Spend on
Agency Workers by Sector.

The time line that the figures capture coincides with the initiation and
operation of the public service Voluntary Exit Scheme. This means
that the Northern Ireland Executive chose to make public servants
(voluntarily) redundant at a time when staff shortages were/are
sufficiently large to generate the numbers of agency staff/costs detailed
above. While in operational terms we cannot rule out force of habit,
strategic incompetence or expediency as factors that contributed to
this approach (cutting full-time staff and deploying agency staff to
fill the gaps they are leaving) a more important deliberate policy is in
operation here. This is the acceptance that the price worth paying for
the Executive’s stated desire to “re-balance the economy” is in effect a
switch to an economy where any significant job growth that is evident
is in “administrative services (which includes agency workers)” with,
as NERI comment, a wider trend in the Northern Ireland economy
that sees “an increase in part-time and female employment and a
shift toward service sector industries…[to] lower-paid, less secure
employment.”

Sector

Total

Health and Social Care 2010-2015/6
(non-medical)

£201,500,000.00

Education Authority 2012-2016/7

£5,625,891.00

NIHE 2012-2016/7

£44,556,892.82

NI Libraries 2010-2015/6

£5,372,000.00

Local Government 2014-2017

£54,462,388.00

NICS Dec 11-Jan 16

£45,930,796.00

In terms of this lower pay, far from the Programme for Government’s
rhetoric of meeting public need, the lack of long-term strategic
investment in those whose public service meets our health needs left
at least 10% of workers in health/social care on or below the Minimum
wage and 37% of residential care workers below two-thirds of the
Median Wage in 2013. This trend is confirmed in more recent work
by NERI that highlighted the increasingly precarious nature of work
across the public services.

NICS Feb 16 - March16

Not available

Conclusion

NICS April 16 - March 17

£11,795,147.00

Total

£369,243,114.82

This shows that, at the same time as we are being told there is no “magic
money tree” to fund public services and during the years when the rhetoric
of austerity has been at its loudest, tens of millions of pounds (and this an
underestimate given data gaps and the fact this is only a few areas/years
within the public sector) has been paid to private sector agencies. In the
same way that, money which it was claimed by central government did not
exist the day before a UK General Election can be surprisingly “found” in the
days after it (for the purposes of securing a parliamentary majority), the
artificial rationing of resources is clearly an economic choice. A different
choice therefore, can and should be made. It is that funds should be
available for a progressive, long-term and strategic operating model for
public service delivery.

The latest figures and the costs they reveal reinforce the point we
made in our initial report of the urgent necessity, across the public
sector for a strategic re-appraisal of staffing needs and a commitment
from Government at whatever level to meet these needs. This also
requires a rejection of current costly delivery models that continue to
offer no more than a sticking plaster of expediency and agency worker
exploitation.
This long-standing agenda, therefore, has to be opposed on the
ground. Allied to our proposals for the development of fully devolved
labour laws that would facilitate the restoration of trade union rights is
the need to increase the trade union recruitment and organisation of
all workers (agency or permanent) in order to increase our negotiating
position. Furthermore, within negotiations we have to continue to
raise the issue of appropriate staffing levels needed to deliver a quality
service to the public and establish: what are the vacancy levels in terms
of both number of staff and duration of vacancy? What are the agency
numbers/duration of such contracts? What plans are there to fill these
‘agency’ posts with permanent staff? What management fees are being
incurred by the use of recruitment agencies? In this way, whilst at the
highest political level the Executive are content with this economic
direction of travel, with an overt political agenda that treats job
insecurity and diminished employment rights as policy, union activism
must challenge every manifestation of this regressive approach.
Irrespective of the crisis within the Executive during 2017 and the
possibility of formal restoration of devolution in 2018, the fact remains
that the crisis in our public service delivery is much deeper than the
latest political setback and is rooted in both a long-term history of
economic underinvestment in Northern Ireland and the (neo-liberal)
Treasury’s failure to provide the funds necessary to strategically rebuild a post conflict society. The spine of such a society must be: free
at the point of use (public sector delivered) public services that create
the virtuous circle of economic regeneration for the regional economy
in which they operate.
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ULRs hold
‘enjoyable
and pertinent’
conference
Page 8

SOME 40 delegates attended this year’s
Union Learning Conference at Wellington
Park Hotel, Belfast, in early March.
The event, which was opened by NIPSA
ULR Coordinator Roisin Graham, was then
addressed by ULR Committee Chair Janice
Walsh.
Following this, General Secretary Alison Millar and President Carmel Gates spoke to the
delegates, updating them on a range of issues. They took the opportunity to thank ULRs
for their work and dedication and wished the
incoming committee good luck in the year
ahead.
The ULR of the Year award was presented
to Dwyer Henderson from Armagh, Banbridge
and Craigavon Council, much to the delight of
his ULR colleagues.
Dwyer is also chair of the new ULR committee. Joining him on the committee will be
Karen Burch, Loughlinn Duffy, Kieran Farmer,
Steven Harvey, Gerald McLernon, Gerardette
McVeigh, John Rooney, Brian Smyth and
Daire Toner.
Presentations of certificates were also made
to those ULRs that had completed their training at Stage 1 or Stage 2 since last year’s
conference.
Conference then launched the ULR committee of 2017’s work, entitled ‘Negotiating Learning in Redundancy’, which is available on the
NIPSA website and by hard copy from Harkin
House upon request.
In Session 1, Margaret McGuigan, of the
Careers Service, spoke to conference about
the relationship between learning and work
and how this can have both positive and negative impacts on mental health issues.
She pointed out in particular that the service
was not limited to school leavers or unemployed people but could be accessed by
adults in employment either face to face, on
the telephone or through webchats.
For further information check out the Careers Service website or speak to your Union
Learning Rep.
In Session 2, two volunteers from Aware Defeat Depression charity spoke about their own
experiences of depression.
Jarlath said that he had suffered from depression for 30 years – which ranged from
simply having a bad day to being unable to get
out of bed or to interact with any other person.
He talked about his own coping mechanisms
to deal with the condition – such as compartmentalising his day into small tasks: having a
cup of coffee, then having a shave, then getting dressed and continuing to achieve small
milestones throughout the day rather than set
up the day as one big milestone.
Jarlath asked attendees to use all services
available to them and seek to help as he cautioned that “a depressed mind takes very little
to regress from any positives that may have
occurred”.
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NIPSA General Secretary Alison Millar with successful ULR Of
The Year Dwyer Henderson and union President Carmel Gates.

The new incoming ULR Committee with Roisin Graham (centre), attending the conference at Wellington Park Hotel, Belfast.

Union President Carmel Gates with
ULR delegate Gerardette McVeigh at
the ULR conference.

He also used the term, ‘Big boys don’t cry’
and encouraged people – particularly men – to
seek help as soon as is needed and not to put
off in the hope of feeling better.
Session 3 was addressed by Inspire, the
new name for Carecall.
The session started with some ballet dancing exercises conducted by the psychologist
from Inspire.
This to set out the importance of work-life
balance, something held dear by all union representatives. What followed was a discussion
on balancing work and life.
The focus then changed to mind-body balance, such as eating right, getting quality
sleep and enough exercise to give you more

Guest speaker Margaret McGuigan
from DfC Careers Service addresses
ULR conference

energy. The advice was to disconnect all electronic devices that are work-related, when not
at work and to do more of that you enjoy or, indeed, take up some new activities or hobbies.
The term ‘Big boys don’t cry’ was also
used during this session with the point being
made that Irishmen have a particular habit of
not speaking to others about their feelings. It
was pointed out that this was a learned outcome and it was emphasised that that showing emotions was not something to be
ashamed of. Attendees were also asked to be
‘mindful’ but not ‘mind full’.
Roisin Graham then closed the conference,
thanking all the contributors for their input into
an “enjoyable and very pertinent” conference.

Sling the Mesh group
highlight dangers of
surgical procedure
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POLYPROPYLENE mesh can cause horrible pain and side effects when implanted in
the human body
And no independent, reliable long-term
studies are available to gauge how the
mesh reacts years after implantation.
Thousands of men and women have
been maimed by the various procedures
and when they seek help from the medical
profession they are often told it’s all in
their head.
There are very few surgeons who know
how to deal with this matter and people are
left in permanent debilitating, life-limiting
pain.
Historically patients have not been fully
informed of the risks of this surgery and as
such were unable to make a proper decision as to whether they should have the
procedure or not.
Sling the Mesh Northern Ireland support
and campaigning closed group on Facebook was set up to ensure that those facing mesh surgery or suffering from the

after-effects of the procedure have all the
information and options at hand as well as
friendly advice from women who have
gone through the mesh surgeries and the
lengthy and complicated procedure to
have it removed.
The group’s main aims are:

1. Women and men in Northern Ireland
suffering from mesh complications should
have the same opportunity as people in the
rest of the United Kingdom to be referred
to surgeons who are experts in this area
and have the expertise to remove mesh implants in their entirety or as much as is feasibly possible without causing further
harm;
2. We call for the use of mesh implants to
be banned. We state that as sufferers of
this barbaric procedure the benefits do not
outweigh the risks.
If there is no immediate ban then we demand the same protection, albeit tempo-

Committee raises
£3,100 for MacMillan

THE NIPSA Unite
Committee has
raised more than
£3,100 for cancer
charity MacMillan
and wants to thank
members for their
generous donations to a worthwhile cause.
A Committee
spokesperson told
NIPSA News: “We’d
like to thank all our
members and
NIPSA members
who donated to this
year’s chosen charity. We raised the
grand total of
£3,109 over the
year and we could
not have done that
without all your support.
“Earlier in the year
there was a raffle
for an Easter egg –
won by a member
from Branch 701
Belfast Health Trust
– and then in the
summer we entered
a team for the
Dragon Boat Race
on the Lagan. We
came in ninth – and
I will not confirm nor
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rary, as the women in Scotland, in the form
of a moratorium on the use of all mesh implants pending an independent review;

3. We demand a national register to track
and monitor mesh complications accurately;

4. If mesh implants continue to be used we
call for all risks and alternatives to mesh
be explained so that women and men can
make fully informed decisions about their
treatment;

5. We demand choice in that non-mesh
surgeries should be available for hernia,
stress incontinence and prolapse. All surgery has risks but we contend that Mesh
surgery has an unacceptable risk.
Further information on the campaign is
available on Sling The Mesh N.Ireland
Facebook Group or on Twitter @meshcampaign

HowBRAND
to Use
BIG
SAVINGS
with

with

deny that there
were only nine
boats competing! Finally at Christmas
we had a ‘Big
Breakfast Bash’ and
a raffle for a star
prize.”
The Committee
also thanked
MacMillan for all its
help and support
throughout the year.
The chosen charity for this coming
year is the Children’s Hospice.
The spokesperson continued: “We
have a series of
events lined up for
the year ahead – we
have entered a
relay team for the
Belfast Marathon.
We are hopeful of
making some record
breaking times or, at
least, to attempt a

finish.
“We are also hoping to relive our
heroics in the
Dragon Boat Race
and we can maybe
finish tenth of nine
this time!”
The Committee is
also organising a
seven-a-side football tournament
later in the year and
is looking forward to
getting branches to
take part in the
competition.
“The Children’s
Hospice is a wonderful charity and
we know that our
Unite and NIPSA
members will support the endeavours
going forward. We’d
like to once again
thank everyone for
their kind support.”
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Recovery of an
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[2] However, the fact that a member receives notification that an
overpayment has been made does
not automatically mean that repayment must be made; a member
should seek advice (and further expert legal advice if necessary), before consideration of any
repayment.

[3] The first consideration should
be whether the calculation done is
accurate. If a member doubts the
accuracy of the calculation the individual should request a full statement as to how exactly the
overpayment has been calculated
and over what period, if necessary
checking with personal bank receipts. The calculation should include any adjustments for overpaid
tax.
[4] Secondly, even if there has
been a legitimate overpayment, re-
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[1] The law in such an instance is
clear; where an overpayment has
occurred the employer is entitled to
seek the recovery of that overpayment; this is because the benefit
which a member receives from
overpayment is deemed, in law, an
“unjust enrichment”. This is the
case irrespective of whether the
member acted in good or bad faith
and whether or not the mistake
was one of law or fact. This means
that the actions of the employer, no
matter how significant the mistake,
has no effect on their entitlement to
seek recovery of the sum. Similarly, it is of no relevance that the
member who received the overpayment was not dishonest and did not
cause the overpayment.

11:58
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covery may be prevented if one of
the following defences can be argued by the member. The three applicable defences are that of
“estoppel by representation”,
“change of position”, and the limitation defence.

Estoppel by
Representation

[5] A member who has been overpaid and receives notification seeking recovery may be able to resist
recovery through the defence of
estoppel by representation. This
defence arises where the following
can be demonstrated:

a. The employer has made a representation of fact which led the
member to believe that they were
entitled to the increased payment.

b. The member has then, in good
faith, changed their position as a
result of the representation.

c. The overpayment must not have

www.mtb-law.co.uk

been primarily the member’s fault.

[6] Therefore, if the employer, in
error, sends a letter to a member
stating that their payments are
“correct” they may be estopped
from recovering the overpayment
where a member changes position
by incurring extra expenditure.
Whether or not a person has
changed their position is dealt with
in more detail below; however,
what is required is that they have
incurred expenses which they
would not otherwise have done.
Finally, this is subject to any argument that the overpayment was the
member’s fault.

[7] If a member successfully raises
a defence of estoppel, the employer will be prevented from recovering any of the overpaid
amount.

Change of Position

[8] Where no representations were
made by the employer, the recov-

New limits for unfair dismissal and
redundancy payments announced

PAYMENTS and awards made to workers in
employment rights cases are to rise in line
with inflation.
Orders made by the Department for the
Economy bring these new limits into operation from April 6, 2018.
The increased limits relate to a range of
employment rights including statutory redundancy payments; the basic and compensatory awards for unfair dismissal; the
limit on guarantee payments made when
employees are not provided with work; and
the minimum basic award for unfair dismissal in health and safety and certain
other cases.
For example, the limit on the compensatory award for unfair dismissal will rise from
£79,100 to £83,847 while the maximum
amount of ‘a week’s pay’ for the purpose of
calculating redundancy payment rises from
£500 to £530.
The Order, which contains a table show-

By John
McShane

ing the increase in limits from April 6, 2018
is available to view online at: www.legislation.gov.uk/nisr. Details of limits are available at:
www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/compensationlimits.
Legislation adjusting limits relating to a
range of employment rights is normally
made annually to reflect changes in the rate
of inflation as measured by the Retail Prices
Index (RPI).
Section 22 of the Employment Act (NI)
2016 provided for legislation to be amended
so that annual increases take place on a
fixed date (April 6) and so that the rounding
formula provides for figures to be rounded,
up or down, to the nearest whole pound.
This section of the Act has now been
commenced and these changes are incorporated into these new limits.

ery may still be resisted, to a lesser
extent, on the grounds that the
member has changed their position. This defence will prevent recovery only to the extent that the
member has changed position; any
amount of overpayment remaining
will still be recoverable. This defence arises where the following
can be proven

a. The member has received an
overpayment and was not aware of
the error.

b. They have then significantly altered their standard of living or entered into commitments that they
would not have otherwise done had
they not been receiving the increase caused by the overpayment.

c. At the time of changing position,
the member remained unaware of
the error. The member must show
that they were not aware of the
error both when they received the
overpayment and when that overpayment was spent by them.

[9] The ability to prove that the
member was genuinely unaware of
the error will depend upon how obvious the error was and any correspondence between the
overpaying employer and the recipient member which should have
alerted the member.

[10] The change of position must
be connected to the overpayment;
what this means is that the reason
for the increased standard of living
or additional commitments must be
that the member received the in-

Union launches

NIPSA has long recognised that rights for
working mothers are not just a women’s
issue.
The union is committed to developing and
protecting workplace rights that support
working parents and vigorously campaigns
for work-life balance policies to help working
parents combine work and caring responsibilities.
And NIPSA is committed to ensuring that
women who want to continue breastfeeding
on their return to work are provided with appropriate working arrangements and facilities.
According to the World Health Organisation, breastfeeding is an unequalled way of
providing ideal food for the healthy growth
and development of infants. It is also an integral part of the reproductive process with important implications for the health of mothers
and, as well as benefitting mother and baby,
robust breastfeeding policies can also help
employers.
While it is acknowledged that not all mothers can or wish to breastfeed – and this

overpayment
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creased sum of money. It is not
sufficient to show that the member
is in difficulties making restitution of
the overpayment without this connection to the overpayment itself.
[11] The general rule regarding
what actions count as a change of
position is whether, after the action
is taken, there exists something
which can be resold to recover the
overpayment.

a. Expenditure on consumables,
such as food and drink, or services,
holidays etc., are capable of providing a defence of change of position as there exists nothing which
can be resold. The difficulty in
such expenditure is in proving that
the expenditure would not have
been incurred regardless of the
overpayment.

b. Purchasing assets (such as
houses, cars, etc.), as these can
be resold to recover the overpayment, can only provide the grounds
for the defence to the extent that
there is a shortfall, if any, in the resale value.
However, there may be a defence if
the asset purchased was a replacement for an asset which was
subsequently discarded (for example replacement furniture); the law
is unclear in this regard.
c. The discharge of an existing
debt, such as paying back a mortgage or overdraft, cannot amount
to a change of position as the debt
has to be repaid in any event and
so no defence to recovery can exist
here.

[12] To conclude, a member being
requested to repay an overpayment may have a defence to recovery on the basis that they have
changed their position if the following occurred:
a. The member receives an increased payment.

b. They genuinely do not realise
that this increase was a mistake.

c. They make a conscious decision, based on the fact that they
have received an increase, to
spend money on something which
they would not otherwise have
done.

d. The money is spent on something other than an existing debt or
an asset which can be resold.

e. And at the time of spending they
still genuinely do not realise there
was a mistake.

Limitation

[13] Finally, if the request for recovery is relating to an overpayment
which occurred a significant period
of time ago, a member should consider whether the recovery is timebarred by The Limitation (Northern
Ireland) Order 1989.
This is a statute which sets time
limits for the bringing of cases to
Court.
As the employer would be seeking
recovery for unjust enrichment, this
is generally subject to a six-year
time limit.
However, this time limit would only
start to run from the date that the

payer discovers they have made
an overpayment.
Therefore, for an overpayment
which ceased over six years ago; if
it can be shown that the payer was
aware of the mistake six years ago
recovery may be time-barred.

[14] To conclude, a member who
receives notification of a request
for repayment should consider
seeking advice if their circumstances matches any of the following:

a. The member received a payment with or without some correspondence stating that they were
entitled to the payment.

b. They genuinely do not realise
that this increase was a mistake.

c. They make a conscious decision, based on the fact that they
have received a payment, to spend
money on something which they
would not otherwise have done.

d. The money is spent on something other than an existing debt or
an asset which can be resold.

e. And at the time of spending they
still genuinely do not realise there
was a mistake.

f. In any event the overpayment occurred over six years ago.

Procedure

[15] Therefore, if a member’s circumstances fall into one of the
above categories they may be able
to argue that they are not be liable

for the recovery of all or a part of
the overpayment.

[16] If an overpayment is accepted,
recovery arrangements either by
lump sum or a series of payments.
If the individual is unable to pay the
overpayment in one lump sum,
they may be invited to complete a
Statement of Financial Means and
Expenditure, so that a reasonable
recovery plan can be determined
that would not be detrimental to the
welfare of the individual.

CONCLUSION

[17] The law on Unjust Enrichment
entitles an employer to recover any
overpayment no matter how at fault
they were for causing the overpayment.
To resist recovery, a member must
plead one of the specific defences
set out above; however, the above
is for general guidance only.

[18] The ability of a member to defend against recovery proceedings
depends entirely upon their individual circumstances and whether
they fit into the legal tests set out
above.
As such, if a member is faced with
a recovery notice and they believe
that the factors set out at paragraph [14] apply to them it is advised that they seek advice and
potentially specialist legal advice
on the prospects of successfully
defending against recovery.

‘Breastfeeding and the Workplace’ guidance
should be a matter of personal choice – it is
important that there are policies and support
mechanisms in place for those who do.
To assist branch representatives in negotiating a workplace policy to ensure that
proper facilities and support is provided to
mothers to enable them to maintain breastfeeding for as long as they choose to do so,
a new ‘Guidance on Breastfeeding and the
Workplace’ has been produced by the union.
It was formally launched at a NIPSA International Women’s Day event on March 8.
NIPSA has called on all branches to ensure
supporting breastfeeding mothers in the
workplace and the development of a breastfeeding friendly workplace policy is placed
firmly on the bargaining agenda.
A copy of the guidance can be downloaded
at https://www.nipsa.org.uk/NIPSA-in-Action/Equal-Opportunities/Gender.
Hard copies can be obtained by contacting
Aidan McDonnell at NIPSA HQ by emailing
aidan.mcdonnell@nipsa.org.
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‘Fight for full equality
must continue’
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THE DISMAL weather in Belfast did not
dampen the spirits of NIPSA members who
marched in this year’s International
Women’s Day rally in solidarity with
women around the world.
The annual event celebrates the achievements of women who have overcome barriers
to inequality but also seeks to underline the
fact that women still face major inequalities.
This year was particularly significant as it
marked the centenary of women’s suffrage.
On February 6, 1918, the Pankhursts and
other suffrage campaigners won a hard-fought

victory in securing the first vote for some
women. This paved the way for the achievement of universal suffrage some 10 years
later.
A century on, we are seeing a huge resurgence in the women’s movement, centred
around issues such as sexual harassment –
#Metoo and #TimesUp – and well as the Repeal the Eighth and abortion law reform campaigns north and south of the border.
Members also attended a special event to
mark International Women’s Day in NIPSA
HQ. One source told NIPSA News: “We were

90th birthday celebration

IN March, Tony Cluskey,
Chair of NIPSA Retired
Members Group presented Linda Cust with
flowers to celebrate her
90th birthday.
Linda has been a member of the Group and it’s
Executive Committee for
over 25 years and has represented the Group at
NIPSA Conferences and
many other events.
Tony said she was an incredible inspiration to all
retired members and has
continued her passion and
involvement for NIPSA,
Trade Union issues and issues effecting older persons with her work in the
Group.
He said she always
showed great kindness and
support to retired members, particularly those
joining the Group, including
himself.
In response Linda said

sending a clear message to politicians that
there must be no rolling back on the hard-won
fight for women’s rights; there must be an end
to the gender pay gap and an end to violence
against women and girls.
“Members also demanded better support for
victims of rape and sexual abuse, and universal, good quality, affordable and accessible
childcare provision in Northern Ireland.”
She added: “We must continue to fight for
full equality for women around the world –
leaving no woman behind.”

Pictured with Linda Cust from (l-r) are Billy
McConnell (Secretary) Tony Fitzsimons, Jim
Lilley (Treasurer), Tony Cluskey (Chair).

she enjoys her work in the
Group and will always be

proud to be a NIPSA member.

@nipsa

Visit the union’s website for
all the latst updates at:
http://www.nipsa.org.uk

